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1. Accused Jejomar Erwin S. Binay, Jr.'s Motion for
Reconsideration (Resolution dated 18 April 201 7) dated May 9,
2017.2,

2. Accused Lorenza P. 'Amores' Motion for Reconsideration
(Resolution dated 18 April 2017) dated May 16, 2017;3

3. Accused Manolito N. Uyaco's Motion for Reconsideration
(Resolution dated 18 April 201 7) dated May 16, 201 7;4

4. Accused Cecilio P. Lim's Motion for Reconsideration
(Resolution dated 18 April 2017) dated May 15, 2017;5

5. Accused Rodel R. Nayve's Motion for Reconsideration
(Resolution dated 18 April 2017) dated May 16, 2017;6

6. Accused Nelia A. Barlis' Motion for Reconsideration
(Resolution dated 18 April 2017) dated May 16, 2017;7

7. Accused Eleno M. Mendoza's Motion for Reconsideration
(Resolution dated 18 April 2017) dated May 10, 2017;8

8. Accused Raydes Barias Pestano's Motion for
Reconsideration (Resolution dated 18 April 201 7) dated May 16,
2017.9 and,

9. Accused Mario V. Badillo's Motion for Reconsideration (of
the Honorable Court's Resolution dated 18 April 2017) dated

~:~:,:'v:~::,,~ 4'
3 pp. 127-158, id }<\)
4 pp. 159-178, id
5 pp. 257-278, Vol. I, Record, SB-16-CRl\1-0080
6 pp. 279-300, id
7 pp. 301-323, id
8 pp. 608-631, Vol. I, Record, SB-16-CRM-0084
9 pp. 632-647, id
10 pp. 594-599, id
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ACCUSED JEJOMAR ERWIN S. BINAY, JR.'S
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION (RESOLUTION
DATED 18 APRIL 2017) DATED MAY 9,2017

Accused Binay, Jr. prays for a reversal of the Court's
Resolution promulgated on April 18, 2017, based on the
following arguments:

1. The Court erred in finding probable cause
against him for violation of Article 171 of the Revised
Penal Code (RPC);10

2. The Court erred in finding probable cause
against him for violation of Section 3 (e) of Republic
Act (R.A.)No. 3019, as there is no evidence showing
that he caused undue injury to the Makati City
Government· 11,

3. The Court failed to consider that conspiracy
was not sufficiently alleged, and was not sufficiently
established by the Ombudsman's attached evidence
to support probable cause;12 and

4. Based on the foregoing, there is no basis for
the finding of probable cause for violation of Article
171 of the RPC and of Section 3 (e) of R.A. No. 3019
against accused Binay, Jr ..13

ACCUSED LORENZA P. AMORES' MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION (RESOLUTION DATED 18
APRIL 2017) DATED MAY 16, 2017

Accused Amores maintains that the criminal cases against
her should be dismissed for lack of probable cause because:/f

10 p. 2, Accused Binay, Jr.'s Motion for Reconsideration; p. 91, id I
11 p. 3, id; p. 92, id ~
12id;id N
"id, id /' D
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1. The elements of the offense of falsification of
public document are not present in her case;

2. The elements for violation of Section 3 (e) of
R.A. No. 3019 are likewise not present in her case;
and

3. There is no conspiracy between accused
Amores and her co-accused. 14

ACCUSED MANOLITO N. UYACO'S MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERA TION (RESOLUTION DATED 18
APRIL 2017) DATED MAY 16, 2017

Accused Uyaco prays for the reversal of the Court's finding
of probable cause based on the followingarguments:

1. The Court has failed to state his participation
in the commission of falsification of public document
and violation of Section 3 (e)ofR.A. No. 3019;15 and

2. There is no conspiracy between him and his
co-accused ·16,

ACCUSED CECILIO P. LIM'S MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERA TION (RESOLUTION DATED 18
APRIL 2017) DATED MAY 15, 2017

Accused Lim maintains that the elements for violation of
Section 3 (e) of R.A. No. 3019 are not present in his case and
that there is no conspiracy between him and ~hiSco-accuse/7,
14 p. 16, Accused Amores' MotIOn for Reconsideration; p. 142, id
15 p. 4, Accused Uyaco's Motion for Reconsideration; p. 162, id 0
16 id;td \.~
17 p. 2, Accused Lim's Motionfor Reconsideration; p. 258, Vol. I, Record, SB-16-CRM-0080 r~~
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v.
ACCUSED RODEL R. NAYVE'S MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERA TION (RESOLUTION DATED 18
APRIL 2017) DATED MAY 16, 2017

Accused Nayve insists that the criminal cases against him
should be dismissed for lack of probable cause because the
elements of the crime of violation of Section 3 (e) of R.A. No.
3019 are not present in his case and that there is allegedly no
conspiracy between him and his co-accused. 18

ACCUSED NELIA A. BARLIS' MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERA TION (RESOLUTION DATED 18
APRIL 2017) DATED MAY 16, 2017

Accused Barlis asserts that a "perusal of the entire
Resolution would show that her plea for judicial determination of
probable cause was not addressed in a manner that all her
arguments were categorically raised and considered in deciding
her motion. Instead, her mere participation of signing the check
had held her a co-conspirator in the crime of graft and corruption.
Her lengthy discussion with correlative submission of legal
justification and/ or explanations why she should not be charged
for graft and corruption, if revisited by the Honorable Court,
would probably resolve the unjust and abuse committed upon her
being."19

ACCUSED ELENO M. MENDOZA'S MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERA TION (RESOLUTION DATED 18
APRIL 2017) DATED MAY 10, 2017

Accused Mendoza prays for the reconsideration of the
Court's assailed Resolution on the alleged ground that the
elements of the crime ofviolation of Section 3 (e)are not pre7

18 p. 8, Accused Nayve's Motion for Reconsideration; p. 286, id
" PO<. 4. p. 4. A"u"d B,d',' M,Ii,. /0' &ro,"d,roli,.; p. 304. Vol. I. Row'd. SB-I6-CRM-0084 ~ ,to
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in his case and that there is no conspiracy between him and his
co-accused.20

ACCUSED RAYDES BARIAS PESTANO'S MOTION
FOR RECONSIDERA TION (RESOLUTION DATED 18
APRIL 2017) DATED MAY 16, 2017

Accused Pestano echoes the arguments raised by her co-
accused that the elements of the crime of violation of Section 3
(e)ofR.A. No. 3019 are not present in these cases and that there
is no conspiracy between her and her co-accused.21

ACCUSED MARIO V. BADILLO'S MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERA TION (OF THE HONORABLE
COURT'S RESOLUTION DATED 18 APRIL 2017)
DATED APRIL 4, 2017

Accused Badillo asserts that (1) the defenses he raised in
his motion for judicial determination of probable cause is not a
matter of defense that could be best ventilated in a full blown
trial,22 and that (2) it was physically and legally impossible for
him to have participated in the decision to conduct or disregard
a pre-procurement conference,23 participate in the publication
of the infrastructure project24 and to participate in the bidding
process.25

THE CONSOLIDATED COMMENT AND/OR
OPPOSITION OF THE PROSECUTION

On May 12, 2017, the prosecution submitted its Comment
and/ or Opposition dated May10, 2017, to accused Badi/!

20 p. 2, Accused Mendoza's Motion fOr Ret"onsideration; p. 609, id
2\ p. 2, Accused Pestana's Motion fOr Ret"onsideration; p. 635, id
22 p. 1, Accused Badillo's Motion fOr Ret"onsideration; p. 594. id
23 p. 2, id; p. 595, Id
2. p. 3, id; p. 596, id
25 p. 4, id; p. 597, id
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motion for reconsideration.26 The prosecution claims that the
argumen ts raised by accused Badillo therein are mere rehash
or reiteration of the arguments he raised in his Urgent Motion to
Determine Probable Cause dated February 26, 2016.27 The
prosecution likewise asserts that it was not physically and
legally impossible for the said accused to have participated in
the commission of the offense charged. It likewise claims that it
is of no consequence that accused Badillowas not a member of
the City ofMakati's Bids and Awards Committee (BAC)and that
he did not participate in the procurement process since the said
accused acted in conspiracy with his co-accused. Accused
Badillo's complicity in the commission of the offense charged is
manifested by his hastily approving the Accomplishment Report
for Phase V of the Parking Building without any basis.28

Thereafter, or on June 13, 2017, the prosecution
submitted its Consolidated Comment and/or Opposition dated
June 9, 2017,29 to the motions for reconsideration filed by
accused Binay, Mendoza, Lim, Barlis, Pestano, Amores, Uyaco
and Nayve.Therein, the prosecution argues that the arguments
raised by the said accused in their respective motions are mere
rehash or reiteration of the arguments they raised and
discussed in their respective motions for judicial determination
of probable cause. According to the prosecution, these
arguments were already passed upon and resolved by the Court
in its assailed Resolution.30 The prosecution then explained the
role played by each accused local government official to show
their culpability31in the commission of the offenses charged and
to establish that each one of them acted in conspiracy in
committing the offenses charged.32 The prosecution further
maintains that accused-movants' reliance on the Arias
Doctrine is misplaced33 and that the findings in the
Commission on Audit (COA) report is irrelevant to the
investigation of the Officeof the Ombudsman (OM~

26 p. 603, id
27 Par. 1, p. 1, Prosecution's Comment/ Opposition; id
28 p. 2, id; p. 604, id
29 p. 224, Vol. V, SB-16-CRl\I-0077
30 Par. 1, p. 1, Prosecution's Consolidated Comment and/ or Opposition; p. 224, id
31 pp.2-14, id; pp. 225-237, id
32 pp. 14-15, id; pp. 237-238, id
33 pp. 15-17, id; pp. 238-240, id
34 pp. 17-19, id; pp. 240-242, id
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After considering all the arguments raised by the accused-
movants in their respective motions for reconsideration and the
opposition thereto of the prosecution, the Court finds the
subject motions devoid of merit for reasons hereinafter
discussed.

1. The arguments raised by the
accused-movants are mere rehash
of the arguments they raised in
their respective motions for
judicial determination of probable
cause.

In its assailed Resolution, the Court found the existence of
probable cause that the crimes of falsification of public
documents under Article 171 of the RPC and violation of Section
3 (e) of R.A. No. 3019 have been committed and that accused-
movants are probably guilty thereof; hence, they ought to be
arrested and stand trial.

Accused Binay, Jr., however, argues that the Court
"appallingly failed to appreciate that [he] performed no overt acts
that would warrant his indictments. Moreover, the Honorable
Court unjustly pointed the finger at him as a conspirator in the
allegedly rigged bidding processes, without concrete bases that
will show acts in unison of the scheme, that may be footings of
probable causes against Accused Binay, Jr. "35

Accused Binay, Jr. further faults the Court in allegedly
failing to give credence and merit to "his argument that no
specific overt acts were sufficiently alleged in the Resolution and
Information. He positively expresses that he had no role in the
alleged falsification. Moreover, the Ombudsman has no evidence
- testimonial or documentary - which can support a slight
probable cause to Accused Binay, Jr. on the alleged felony.
Besides, it seems apparent that the Sandiganbayan merely relies
on the Ombudsman's unsupported statement that Accused
Binay, Jr. is responsible for the supposed. falsifying of tr
35 Par. 2, p. 2, A.cclised Binay,Jr.'s MotionJor Reconsideration; p. 91, Vol. V, Record, SB-16-CRl\I-OOn
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Affidavits of Publication in relation to the aforementioned Phases
III to V of the Makati City Hall Building II Project."36

He maintains that "the alleged falsification of the Affidavit
of Publication is not apparent on its face. Hence, there could have
been no way for Accused Binay, Jr. to actually find out about this
purported irregularity, if such were indeed true. "37 "The
Honorable Court further failed to consider that Accused Binay,
Jr., relied on a notarized document, which carries with it the
presumption of due execution and authenticity of a notarized
document. As such, Accused Binay, Jr. cannot be liable for
relying .on the same. "38

Invoking the Arias Doctrine (Arias vs.
Sandiganbagan39), accused Binay, Jr. argues that "even
assuming, without conceding, that the Affidavits of Publication
were purportedly falsified, .Accused Binay, Jr. cannot be faulted
considering that the affidavits are notarized, had the right to rely
on said notarized document, and relied on good faith from reports
given to him by his subordinates."4o He likewise asserts that the
finding of the Court that the Invitations to Apply for Eligibility
and to Bid (IAETBs)subject matter of these cases were not
posted in the website of the City of Makati was unsupported by
any piece of evidence, except the bare and self-serving
allegations of the OMB.41

Anent the charge of violation of Section 3 (e) of R.A. No
3019, accused Binay, Jr. asserts that there is absolutely no
basis to conclude that the City of Makati suffered undue
injury.42He claims that the "Phases of the subject building has
already been completely constructed by Hilmarc's and is now
being used by the City of Makati to house its numerous offices
serving the public."43Accused Binay, Jr. further argues that the
third element of the crime ofviolation of Section 3 (e)ofR.A.No.
3019, i.e., the act was done through manifest partiality, evident
bad faith, or gross inexcusable negligence, is "apparently
absent.'4'/7

36 Par. 1.2, p. 7, id; p. 96, id
37 Par. 1.15, id; id
3M Par. 1.17, p. 12, id; p. 101, id
39 180 SeRA 390 (1989)
40 Par. 1.21, p. 15, id; p. 104, id
41 Par. 1.22, id; id
42 Par. 2.10, p. 21, id; p. 110, id
43 Par. 2.7, id; id
44 Par. 2.12, p. 22, id; p. 111, id
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Accused Amores likewise asserts that the Court erred in
finding probable cause in these cases. She claims that the
elements of the crime of falsification of public documents are
"not availing in the case"45as she did not take advantage of her
position46 or commit any of the acts of falsification enumerated
under Article 171 of the RPC.47

Relative to her indictment for violation of Section 3 (e) of
R.A. No. 3019, accused Amores maintains that she never
committed any prohibited act in the performance of her official
duties or in relation to her public position.48 According to her,
there was nothing irregular when she signed the disbursement
vouchers (DVs) "certifying as to the existence of appropriation
that has been legally made for the purpose. "49Accused Amores
likewise asserts that in the performance of her duties as City
Budget Officer, she neither caused undue injury to any party,
whether the Government or a private party50 nor did she give
unwarranted benefits, advantage or preference to such
parties.51 She likewise claims that she did not act with manifest
partiality, evident bad faith or gross inexcusable negligence.52

Accused Uyaco claims that the Court erred in finding
probable cause against him since "there was no allegation at all
in the body of the Complaint stating [his] act or participation in
the commission of the offenses charged therein. It was only in the
Prayer of the Complaint that the name of Uyaco was
mentioned."53 He maintains that he did not take advantage of
his position as head of the City Government of Makati's BAC
Secretariat. 54Accused Uyaco further argues that he did not
commit any of the acts of falsification enumerated under Article
171 of the RPC. "If the publication appeared to be a sham, then
movant Uyaco had no knowledge about this and he did not
participate at all in such act. He did not even know these persons
who issued said affidavits-"/? 4.
45 p. 16, Accused Amores' MotionjiJr Reconsideration;p. 142, id ~
46 p. 17, id; p. 143, id
47 p. 19, id; p. 145, id
48 p. 22, id, p. 147, id
49 Par. 30, p. 23, id; p. 148, id
50 p. 24, id; p. 149, id
51 p. 26, id; p. 151, id
52 p. 27, id; p. 152, id
53 Par. 9, p. 7, Accused Uyaco's MotionjiJr Reconsideration;p. 165, id
54 Par. 10, id; p. 165, id
35 Par. 18, p. 10, id; p. 168, id
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Accused Uyaco likewise asserts that there is no probable
cause to hold him for trial for the crime of violation of Section 3
(e)of R.A. No. 3019. "The acts attributed to [him] are the duties
he had to perform as Head of BAC Secretariat. These are clerical
and ministerial duties that do not involve the exercise of
discretion."56 He claims that he did not cause any injury to the
government or any third party. "If there is injury or damage to
the government or private party by reason of the attributed acts
to movant, the same would have been noted by the Commission
on Audit (COA)."57

Accused Lim asserts that the elements of the crime of
violation of Section 3 (e)ofR.A. No. 3019, as amended, are not
availing in his case.58He claims that he never committed any
prohibited act during the performance of his official duties or in
relation to his public position59and that he did not cause any
undue injury to any party, whether to the Government or a
private party. 60 He likewise asserts that he neither gave
unwarranted benefits, advantage or preference to such parties
nor did he act with manifest partiality, evident bad faith or gross
inexcusable negligence.61

Accused Nayve asserts that, as head of the Technical
Working Group (TWG)of the City of Makati's BAC, he never
committed any prohibited act during the performance of his
official duties or in relation to his public position.62 According
to him, the TWGwas created primarily to act as administrative
support for the BAC, particularly in eligibility screening,
evaluation of bids and post-qualification. The TWG is not
responsible for the publication and posting of IAETBs, the
preparation of notices for the conferences, the preparation for
the approved budget of the contract.63 He further claims that he
never caused undue injury to any party;64 he did not give
unwarranted benefits, advantage or preference to any such
party;65and he did not act with manifest partiality, evident bad
faith or gross inexcusable negligenC~

';"". 23, p. 12, it,p. 170, 'd fY'I
) Par. 32, p. 14, ld; p. 172, ld ~ ~
58 p. 5, r\ccused Lim's Motion for Reconsideration;p. 261, Vol. I, Record, SB-16-CR..i.\'I-0 80 f\
59 p. 6, id; p. 262, id
60 p. 8, id; p. 264, id.
6\ p. 13, id; p. 269, id
62 p. 9, Accused Nayve's Motionfor Reconsideration;p. 287, id
63 Par. 9, p. 10, id; p. 288, id
64 p. 12, id; p. 290, id
65 p. 13, id; p. 291, id
66 p. 14, id; p. 292, id
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Accused BarBs faults the Court for not taking "into
consideration that the drawing of a check is ministerial on the
part of the Treasurer after payment has been duly authorized
through the approval of the disbursement voucher. There was no
ruling on this line of argument. Another, as to the certification of
availability of funds, there is no allegation or proof that any of
her certifications was not proper. Again, the Honorable Court is
silent on this score."67 She insists that under the pertinent
provisions of the Local Government Code, COA circulars, the
New Government Accounting System (NGAS)and Department
of Finance (DOF)Department Order No. 10-08 dated March 26,
2008 (LocalTreasury Operations Manual), the role of the local
treasurer is (1)to draw checks in payment of local government's
obligations, and (2) to certify in the disbursement voucher that
funds are available for the purpose. "Absent evidence of
concurrence in a common criminal design, the mere act of
drawing a check or certifying in the disbursement voucher that
funds are available for the purpose do not constitute conspiracy
and does not amount to causing undue injury to the government
or giving unwarranted benefits to the contractor."68

Accused Barlis further maintains that she never caused
undue injury to any party, whether the Government or a private
party;69that she never gave unwarranted benefits, advantage or
preference to such parties;70 and, she did not act with manifest
partiality, evident bad faith or gross inexcusable negligence.71

Accused Mendoza likewise insists that the elements ofthe
crime of violation of Section 3 (e) of R.A. No. 3019 are not
present in his case. He asserts that the OMBwas never sure of
his officialcapacity or designation in signing the checks subject
matter of his case. Initially, he was referred to as the City
Accountant but was referred to as the Acting City Administrator
in the Information. "This shows how haphazardly the [OMB]
resolved the case against him."72 He claims that he never
committed any prohibited act during the performance of his
official duties or in relation to his public position.73 As City
Administrator, accused Mendoza insists that he never caused
undue injury to any party, whether the Government or a private

:: Par. 8, p. 5, A.ccused Bartis' Motion for Reconsideration;p. 305, id -fi ~
Par. 12, pp. 8-9, rd, pp. 309-310, rd

69 p. 9, id; p. 310, id
70 p. 12, id; p. 313, id
71 p. 13, id; p. 314, id ~
72 p. 6, A.ccused Mendoza's Motionfor Reconsideration;p. 613, Vol. I, Record, SB-16-CRM-0084
73 id; id
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party;74 that he never gave unwarranted benefits, advantage or
preference to such parties;75 and that he never acted with
manifest partiality, evident bad faith or gross inexcusable
negligence. 76

Accused Pestano maintains that she should not have
been charged with the crime of violation of Section 3 (e)of R.A.
No. 3019 because, allegedly, the elements thereof are not
present in her case. According to her, she only became the
"Acting City Accountant xxx on March 27, 2013. Thus, at the time
material to the alleged bid rigging and awarding, she was not yet
the Acting City Accountant. Ergo, to connect her to the bid and
awarding of infrastructure which happened from its inception
sometime in November 2007 is unjust and unfair amounting to
denial of her right to due process of law."77

Accused Pestano asserts that she "had no reason to
withhold her signature on the disbursement vouchers since there
was a budgetary allotment for this financial obligation (as
certified by the City Budget Officer), there was an existing
contract between Makati City and MANA (and Hilmarc's) which
was valid and not declared null and void; MANA (and Hilmarc's)
has delivered its obligation under the contract; and the
supporting document attached to the DV were complete. In
affixing her signatures, he was only performing his duty in good
faith."78 She further asserts that there was nothing dishonest
on her part when she signed the disbursement vouchers. "In
good faith, she examined each and every document submitted in
support of each disbursement voucher and found them sufficient
to prove the existence of the contract, the delivery of the services
engaged, and the acceptance of the City Government. Nothing the
documents showed the alleged defects in the proceedings of the
BAC. The COA, in fact, never issued any adverse finding
regarding the conduct of bidding."79Finally, she claims that as
the Acting City Accountant, her "duty is not limited to certifying
the completeness and propriety of supporting documents of the
disbursement vouchers. She has to make an accounting of all the
disbursement of Makati City, not just for infrastructure projects
but also for other services in education, health, engineering,
:ocial servIces, and others. And Makati City is not just a city.n

p. 10, Id; p. 617, Id / /

75 p. 11, id; p. 618, id ~
76 p. 14, id; p. 621, id
77 Par. 8, pp. 5-6, Accused Pestana's Motion for Reconsideration; pp. 636-637, id
78 Par. 15, p. 9, id; p. 640, id M
79 Par. 20, p. 10, id; p. 641, id I' U
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is a mega city, the seat of the major financial institutions in the
country. Its budget annually is not in millions but billions of
pesos. As such, movant had her plate full, so to speak."80

Accused Badillo argues that the assailed Resolution is
erroneous insofar as he is concerned for the simple reason that
it is "physically and legally impossible for him to have
participated in the offense(s) charged because xxx he was not yet
the officer-in-Charge (oIC") - City Engineer and Building Official
when the alleged criminal acts occurred."81

Preliminary, it is worthy to note that the aforesaid
arguments raised by the accused-movants were the same
arguments they raised in their respective motions for judicial
determination of probable cause.82 These arguments were
squarely ruled upon by the Court in its assailed Resolution.
Thus:

A.
THE FALSIFICATION CASES

(SB-16-CRM-0077, SB-16-CRM-0078, SB-16-CRM-0079,
SB-16-CRM-0081, SB-16-CRM-0082 and SB-16-CRM-

0083)

For falsification of a public document to be established,
the following elements must concur: (1) the offender is a
public officer, employee, or notary public; (2) he takes
advantage of his official position; and (3) that he falsifies a
document by committing any of the aforementioned acts.

The record of the preliminary investigation that was
submitted by the OMBshows, primajacie, that the aforesaid
elements of the crime of falsification of public documents are
present in these cases.

First. Accused-movants are all public officials of the
City Government ofMakati at the time material to these c~

80 Par. 35, p. 14, id; p. 645, id :!L ~
81 Par. 6, p. 2, Accused Badillo's Motion for Rel'OflSideration; p. 595 id
82 pp. 3-8, 10-11, 12-15, Assailed Resolution; pp. 19-24, 26-27, 28-31, Vol. V, Record, B-16-CRJ\l-00n
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Second. Jurisprudence teaches that a public official is
considered to have taken advantage of his official position
when (1) he has the duty to make or prepare or otherwise to
intervene in the preparation of a document; or (2) he has the
official custody of the document which he falsifies.

Here, the accused-movants are charged with falsifying
unnumbered BAC Resolutions, together with its supporting
documents, i.e., (1) newspapers where the IAETBfor the said
construction project were purportedly published; and (2) the
affidavit of publication. These documents were used in
awarding the contract for the construction of Phases IV and V
of the MCHP Building to Hilmarc's.

To determine who are the responsible government
officials who made or prepared or otherwise intervened in the
preparation of the aforesaid documents, resort must be had
to the pertinent provisions of the old Implementing Rules and
Regulations (IRR) of R.A. No. 9184, which governed the
procurement of goods, consulting services and infrastructure
projects of the government at the time material to these cases.

Preliminarily, Section 11.2.2. of the IRR mandates that
the BAC of the local government unit, like a city, shall be
composed of one (1) representative each from the regular
offices under the Office of the Local Chief Executive such as,
but not limited to, the following: Office of the Administrator,
Budget Office, Legal Office, Engineering Office, General
Services Offices. The end user office shall always be
represented in the BAC.The Chairperson of the BAC shall be
at least a third ranking permanent official of the procuring
entity. The members of the BAC shall be personnel occupying
plantilla positions of the procuring entity concerned. The local
chief executive shall designate the members of the BAC. The
members shall elect among themselves who shall act as the
Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson.

The functions of the BAC are spelled out under Section
12.1 of the IRR, to wit:

In performing its functions, the BAC is supported by a
BAC Secretariat whose functions are enumerated under
Section 14.1 of the same IRR, thus:

After the bidding process is completed, the BACsubmits
its recommendation for the award of the contract to the
winning bidder to the Head of the Procuring Entity (HoPE)for rr
its approval pursuant to SectIOn37.2. 1 of the IRR. Th'P f \
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To facilitate the approval of the award, the BAC shall
submit the following supporting documents to the HoPE:

Based on the record of these cases, accused Amores,
who was then the City Budget Officer, was a member of the
City Government of Makati's BAC. Accused Uyaco, on the
other hand, was the BAC Secretary and head of the City
Government of Makati's BAC Secretariat. Accused Binay, Jr.,
on the other hand, was the City Mayor of Makati City and the
HoPE at the time material to these cases.

As a member of the BAC, accused Amores had the duty
to, among others, advertise andj or post the invitation to
bidjrequest for expressions of interest and determine the
eligibility of prospective bidders relative to any procurement
project that the City Government of Makati will undertake.

On the other hand, accused Uyaco, as the BAC
Secretary, had the duty to provide administrative support to
the BAC, take custody of the procurement documents and
assist the BAC in managing the procurement processes.

Accused Binay, Jr., as the HoPE, had the duty to
evaluate the document that were submitted to him by the BAC
considering that the he had the right to approve the same or
to reject the recommendation based on valid, reasonable and
justifiable grounds. These valid, reasonable and justifiable
grounds are those stated under Section 41. 1 of the same IRR,
to wit:

Here, the newspapers, where the IAETBs were allegedly
published, and the affidavits of publication, are documents
required for the publication andj or advertisement of the
subject infrastructure project. The publication andj or
advertisement of the said IAETBs is required for the bidding
of the subject procurement project to ensure transparency
and allow a greater number of contractors to join the bid.
Based on the aforesaid provisions of the IRR of R.A. No. 9184,
it is the BAC and the BAC Secretariat which are mandated to
prepare the documents needed for the publication andj or
advertisement of the IAET~
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The BAC resolution, on the other hand, is prepared by
the BAC,with the assistance of the BACSecretariat. The same
is issued after the BAC has determined that the winning
bidder has complied with all the requirements of the
procurement project. The BACresolution is then signed by the
members of the BACand submitted to the HoPE for the latter's
approval or disapproval.

Evidently, accused Amores, Uyaco and Binay, Jr., as a
member of the BAC,BACSecretary and HoPE, respectively, of
the City Government of Makati had either the duty to make,
prepare or otherwise intervene in the preparation and/ or
approval of the subject BAC Resolutions, together with its
supporting documents, i.e., (1) newspapers where the IAETB
for the said construction project were published; and (2) the
affidavit of publication.

Third. As above discussed, the accused in these cases
are charged with falsifying BAC resolutions, newspapers
where the IAETBfor Phases IV and V of the construction of
the MCHP Building were supposedly published and the
affidavits of publication allegedly issued by the publishers of
the said newspapers.

In order to determine whether there are sufficient bases
for finding of probable cause against the herein accused-
movants for the crimes of falsification of public documents,
there is a need to assess the Informations charging them with
said crimes and the documents submitted by the OMB in
support of the said indictments.

In SB-16-CRM-0077, accused De Veyra, San Gabriel,
Dasal, Amores, Uyaco and Binay Jr. are accused of causing
the falsification of the July 7, 2011 issue of Balita newspaper
by making it appear therein that the publisher thereof
published or caused the publication of the IAETB for the
construction of Phase IV of the MCHPBuilding when, in truth
and in fact, no such IAETBwas allegedly published. It appears
that the said newspaper was made a supporting document for
the alleged public bidding for the said construction project.

In SB-16-CRM-0078, accused De Veyra, San Gabriel,
Dasal, Amores, Uyaco and Binay, Jr. are accused of falsifying
the Affidavit of Publication dated 11 July 2011. The said
affidavit, supposedly executed by Lyne Alano-Abadilla (Alano-
Abadilla), Vice President - Classified Advertising of Balita
newspaper, states that the IAETB for the construction of
Phase IV of the MCHP Building was published in the July 7,
2011 issue of Balita. According to the prosecution, no Slp
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affidavit was executed by Abadilla and no such IAETBwas
published.

In the said criminal cases, the accused are charged
under paragraph 2 ofArticle 171 of the RPC, i.e., causing it to
appear that persons have participated in an act or a
proceeding when they did not in fact so participate.
Under this mode of commission, it is necessary that: (1) the
offender caused it to appear in a document that a person or
persons participated in an act or a proceeding; and (2) that
such person or persons did not in fact so participate in the act
or proceeding.

It must be noted that Article 171 does not specify the
kind of document falsified. The phrase "shall falsify a
document" does not mention whether it is public, official,
private or commercial document. Such spec~fication,however,
is not necessary because when the document is executed with
the intervention of a public officer, employee or notary public,
such document must necessarily be a public or official
document. Also, although a document is originally private, if
it is in the official custody of the public officer or employee or
if it forms part of the official record when it is falsified, the
crime is punished under Article 171.

There is no question that newspapers are generally
private documents under our Rules on Evidence. However, as
stated above, although a document is originally private, the
same would be considered a .public document within the
contemplation of Article 171 of the RPC if the same is in the
official custody of the public officer or employee or if it forms
part of an official record.

Here, accused Binay, Jr.'s argument that a newspaper
is a not a public document; hence, he and his co-accused may
not be liable for falsification under Article 171 of the RPC is
erroneous. To be sure, although the subject newspaper was
originally a private document, the same attained the character
of a public document when it became part of the record of the
bidding process for the procurement of the construction of the
MCHPBuilding.

Further, the Court examined the respective copies of the
July 7, 2011 issue of Balita newspaper submitted by the
prosecution and the accused. The copy presented by the
accused-movants includes the purported IAETB for the
construction of Phase IV of the MCHPBuilding on page 13
thereof. However, the copy produced by the prosecution shows
that the IAETBwas not published on the same issue of the
same newspaper. Instead, a SUDOKU LOCO game is printed
in the same location where the IAETB appears in the
accused's COPY"/7
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After the said examination, the Court agrees with the
finding of the OMB that the purported IAETBseems to have
been merely superimposed in the copy of the said newspaper.

Anent the purported falsification of the affidavit of
publication, it is worthy to note that Alano-Abanilla, the Vice-
President for Classified Advertising of Balita, categorically
denied that she executed the supposed Affidavit of Publication
dated July 11, 2011:

This Court finds that the aforesaid circumstances are
sufficient to establish the likely presence of the elements of
falsification under paragraph 2 of Article 171 of the RPC in
these cases.

In SB-16-CRM-0079, accused De Veyra, San Gabriel,
Dasal, Amores, and Binay Jr. are accused of falsifying the BAC
Resolution dated August 8, 2011, by stating and making it
appear therein that:

when in truth and in fact, as the accused allegedly knew and
which they were legally bound to disclose, no IAETB was
published and properly posted, no bidder purchased bid
documents and no public bidding was conducted. These
allegedly untruthful statements were embodied in the
narration of facts of the said BACResolution.

Evidently, the Information charges a violation of
paragraph 4 of Article 171 of the RPC, or making untruthful
statements in a narration of facts. The elements of falsification
under this paragraph are as follows:

The second element is present in this criminal case.
Undoubtedly, the accused-movants, as members of the City
Government of Makati's BAC and BAC Secretariat, had the
legal obligation to prepare and issue BAC Resolutions,
supported by the required documents mandated under R.A.
No. 9184 and its IRR, which are truthful and comply with the
principles of transparency and accountability as mandated by
R.A. No. 918~

An
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Regarding the first and third elements, the aforesaid
BAC Resolution, which was signed and prepared by the
accused, reads:

The apparent falsity of the Affidavit of Publication and
purported spuriousness of the July 7, 2011 issue of Balita
necessarily lead to the ostensible conclusion that the
statements in the _afore-mentioned BAC resolution are
likewise false.

Additionally, the Court gives its approbation at this time
to the finding of the OMB that there is no evidence that the
IAETBs were posted in the website of the City Government of
Makati. Indeed, the Certification of Posting presented by the
accused-movants merely states that the IAETB for the
construction of Phase IV of the MCHP Building was posted in
"conspicuous places" but not in the website of the City
Government of Makati. Thus, the first and third elements of
the crime of falsification are also likely present.

Accused Binay, Jr., assails his inclusion in the above-
charges for failure of the prosecution to identify an overt act
that may be attributed to him with regard to his role in any
falsification. He decries the absurdity of the charges as he was
neither a signatory to, nor the author of the questioned
documents. Similarly, accused Amores, and Uyaco argue that
there is no evidence that they were the authors of any
falsification and that assuming the documents in question
were falsified, such was beyond their knowledge.

The Court finds the aforesaid arguments devoid of
merit.

Section 12 of R.A. No. 9184 vests upon the BAC,
assisted by the Secretariat, the function of advertising and/ or
posting the invitation to bid. Thus, accused Amores and
Uyaco, as member of the BAC and the BAC Secretary,
respectively, could not possibly feign ignorance of the
apparent falsity of the subject BAC resolution and its
supporting documents.

Moreover, as found by the OMB, the accused-movants
were in possession of the subject documents and actually
made use of these allegedly falsified documents. It has long
been held that in the absence of satisfactory explanation, one
who is found in possession of, and who has used, a forged
document,is the forgerand, therefore,guiltyoffalSifica//
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Further, the duty of accused Binay, Jr., as the HoPE, is
not ministerial when it comes to the approval of the
resolutions of the BAC.As stated above, R.A. No. 9184 and its
IRR empower the HoPE to reject any and all bids, declare a
failure of bidding or not to award the contract if the BAC is
found to have failed to observe the prescribed bidding
procedures. This so-called reservation clause imposes an
implicit duty on the HOPE to ascertain the BAC's compliance
with the prescribed bidding process prior to granting his/her
approval.

Notably, accused Binay, Jr. approved the subject
resolution on the same day it was issued by the BAC on
August 8, 2011. In any case, the presumption of authorship
of falsification is equally applicable to him as he is charged in
conspiracy with his co-accused.

To the mind of this Court, the circumstances discussed
above are sufficient to sustain a finding of probable cause for
the issuance of warrants of arrest against the accused in SB-
16-CRM-0077, 0078, and 0079.

In SB-16-CRM-0081, accused De Veyra, San Gabriel,
Dasal, Amores, Dyaco and Binay Jr. are accused of fabricating
or causing the fabrication of a Publisher's Affidavit dated
August 2,2012, by making it appear that the same was made
and executed by one Guillermo Domingo, publisher of Metro
Profile newspaper, stating that the IAETBfor the Phase V of
the construction of the MCHP Building was published in the
said newspaper on August 2,2012.

In SB-16-CRM-0082, accused De Veyra, San Gabriel,
Dasal, Amores, Dyaco and Binay Jr. are accused of falsifying
or causing the falsification of the August 2, 2012 issue of
Metro Profile newspaper, which was made a supporting
document to the alleged public bidding for the construction of
the Phase V of the MCHP Building, by making it appear that
the publisher of Metro Profile published or caused the
publication of the IAETBfor the said Phase V in the August 2,
2012 issue of Metro Profile newspaper, when no such
publication was allegedly made.

Similar to Phase IV, the accused are evidently charged
under paragraph 2 of Article 171 of the RPC. To reiterate,
under this mode of committing the crime of falsification, it is
necessary that: (1) the offender caused it to appear in a
document that a person or persons participated in an act or a
proceeding; and (2)that such person or persons did not in fact
so participatein the act or proceedinr .
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This Court has examined the prosecution's copy of the
August 2, 2012 issue of Metro Profile and notes that the
subject IAETB is not contained therein. On the other hand, a
copy of Metro Profile presented by the accused contains an
IAETB for Phase V on page SA thereof. However, the copy
presented by the prosecution is a certified true copy of the file
on record with the National Library. The copy presented by
the accused-movants contains no such certification.

Considering the certification of the National Library,
this Court is inclined to give more weight to the prosecution's
copy of the Metro Profile at this stage of the proceedings. The
absence of the IAETB for the construction of Phase V of the
MCHP Building in its contents provides sufficient basis to
establish the likely presence of the elements of falsification
under paragraph 2 of Article 171 of the RPC in the above-
cases.

In SB-16-CRM-0083, accused De Veyra, San Gabriel,
Dasal, Amores, and Binay Jr. are accused of falsifying the
unnumbered BAC Resolution dated September 3, 2012, by
stating and making it appear therein that:

when allegedly, no IAETBwas published and properly posted,
no prospective bidder purchased bid documents, and no
public bidding was conducted.

The Information in this case charges a violation of
paragraph 4 of Article 171 of the RPC, or making untruthful
statements in a narration of facts. As hereinbefore discussed,
the second element is undoubtedly present considering the
legal obligation imposed on public officers involved in the
procurement process to disclose the truth under R.A. No.
9184.

Anent the first and third elements, the pertinent BAC
Resolution, which was signed and prepared by the accused,
reads:

The lack of the IAETB in the copy of Metro Profile
newspaper presented by the prosecution necessarily leads to
the falsity of the statements in the afore-mentioned BAC
resolution. Also, as was the case in Phase IV, the OMB found
no evidence that the IAETB was posted in the website ~
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City Government of Makati, contrary to the statement in the
BAC resolution.

Indeed, the Certification of Posting presented by the
accused merely states that the IAETB for Phase V was posted
in "conspicuous places such as the 2nd Floor, Old Makati City
Hall B[u]ilding, City Public Library and New Makati City Hall
Building" but not in the website of the City Government of
Makati. The first and third elements are therefore also likely
present herein.

Thus, the Court finds that there is also sufficient
evidence to sustain a finding of probable cause for the
issuance of warrants of arrest against the accused in SB-16-
CRM-0081, 0082, and 0083.

B.
VIOLATION OF SECTION 3 (E) OF R.A. NO. 3019

The elements of the crime of violation of Section 3 (e), R.A. No.
3019 are as follows:

In SB-16-CRM-0080, accused Binay, Jr., De Veyra, San
Gabriel, Dasal, Amores, Uyaco, Nayve, Dela Peiia, Consulta,
Lim, Barlis, and private individual Efren M. Canlas, allegedly
conspired with one another to give unwarranted benefits,
advantage and preference to Hilmarc's and caused undue
injury to the government, by awarding to Hilmarc's the
contract for the construction of the Phase IV of the MCHP
Building amounting to P649,275,681.73, through a simulated
public bidding.

After' an assiduous examination of the record of these
cases, the Court finds that sufficient evidence exists to sustain
a finding of probable cause that the crime of violation of
Section 3 (e) of R.A. No. 3019 was committed and the above-
named accused are probably guilty thereof and must be held
for trial.

As earlier discussed, there is a probability that the
publication of the IAETB for the construction of Phase IV of
the MCHP Building was falsified. The affidavit of Alan~
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Abanilla categorically denying the publication of any such
IAETB in their newspaper, coupled by the absence of the
purported IAETBin the prosecution's copy of the newspaper
Balita, and the lack of evidence that the IAETBwas posted in
the website of the City Government of Makati, all lend
credence to the charge that the public bidding for the subject
infrastructure project was probably simulated.

Also, based on the record submitted by the OMB,
accused De Veyra, San Gabriel, Dasal, Amores, Dyaco, the
then Chairperson, ViceChairperson, and members of the BAC
respectively, together with accused Nayve, the BACSecretary
and accused Binay, Jr., the HoPE, appear to have failed to
comply with the requirements for public bidding under R.A.
No. 9184.

Section 20 of the IRR of R.A. No. 9184 mandates that
prior to the advertisement or the issuance of the IAETBfor
each procurement undertaken through a public bidding, the
BAC, through its Secretariat, shall call for a pre-procurement
conference. Thus:

It appears from the record of these cases that there was
no pre-procurement conference that was undertaken by the
City Government of Makati's BAC prior to the "bidding" of
Phase IV for the construction of the MCHPBuilding.

Section 20.2 of the IRR provides that the holding of a
pre-procurement conference is not required for small
procurements, i.e., infrastructure projects costing FiveMillion
Pesos and below. The City Government of Makati spent
PhP649,275,681.73 for the construction of Phase IV of the
MCHP Building, an amount which is well beyond the
threshold amount mentioned above. Accordingly, the conduct
of the pre-procurement conference was mandatory for this
infrastructure project.

Moreover, accused Binay, Jr.'s approval of the BAC
Resolution on the same day and the execution of the contract
with Hilmarc's, represented by accused Canlas, despite the
latter's alleged failure to post a performance security, are
circumstances which only serve to buttress a finding of
probable cause.

Likewise, this Court notes the likely participation of
accused Dela Pena and accused Consulta, through their
preparation of the Summary of Cost Estimates and Individual
Project Program of Work, and execution of purported
accomplishmentreports,despitethe claimedabsenceor4~
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project's accepted and approved plans and specifications. The
circumstances indicative of such absence are detailed in the
OMB's First Resolution dated September 7,2015.

As to accused Barlis and Lim, the then City Treasurer
and City Accountant of the City of Makati, respectively, their
inclusion as accused in this criminal case is warranted
considering that along with accused De Vera, Amores and
Binay, Jr., they processed and released the payments to
Hilmarc's despite the apparent lack/ deficiency of the
supporting documents for such payment.

As found by the OMB, the payments made to Hilmarc's
did not comply with COACircular 92-389. Specifically, there
were absence of plans, specifications and certificate of
acceptance and inspection report for the first payment;
absence of Hilmarc's billings, progress reports of
accomplishment and inspection reports for succeeding
payments; and a lack of a certification of final inspection and
contractor's affidavit regarding payment of laborers and
materialmen for the final payment.

In SB-16-CRM-0084, accused Binay, Jr., DeVeyra, San
Gabriel, Dasal, Amores, Dyaco, Nayve, Dela Pena, Badillo,
Consulta, Lim, Mendoza, Barlis, Pestano and private
individual accused Canlas are accused of conspiring with one
another to give unwarranted benefits, advantage and
preference to Hilmarc's and caused undue injury to the
government, by awarding to the latter the contract for the
construction of Phase V of the MCHPBuilding amounting to
P141,649,366.00, through a simulated public bidding.

The Court likewise finds probable cause for the
issuance ofwarrants of arrest against the herein accused and
to hold them for trial in this case.

Apart from the apparent falsity of the newspaper
publication of the IAETBfor Phase V in Metro Profile, there are
other circumstances extant in the records which establish the
probability of guilt of the accused for violation of Section 3 (e)
ofR.A. No. 3019.

As in Phase IV, it also appears that no pre-procurement
conference was held prior to the "bidding" of the Phase V for
the construction of the MCHPBuilding. Phase V of the MCHP
Building has an ABCof P141,911,177.00. This is well above
the threshold amount where the mandatory pre-procurement
conference may not be dispensed with. Thus, the accused
government officials should have conducted a r
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procurement conference before it bid out this infrastructure
project.

Additionally, there is no showing that the IAETB for
Phase V was published in the website of the City Government
of Makati as required by R.A. No. 9184. The Certificate of
Posting executed by accused Uyaco only states that the IAETB
for Phase V was posted in conspicuous places and not in the
website. Also, the contract between the City Government of
Makati, as represented by accused Binay, Jr., and Hilmarc's,
as represented by accused Canlas, was executed despite the
purported lack of a performance security.

Similarly, accused Dela Peiia and Consulta's
preparation of the Summary of Cost Estimates and Individual
Project Program of Work, and execution of alleged
accomplishment reports, despite the purported absence of the
project's accepted and approved plans and specifications,
warrant their indictment in this criminal case.

As to accused Lim, Pestano, and Mendoza, their
inclusion as accused in this criminal case is likewise
warranted considering that they processed and released the
payments to Hilmarc's despite the lack of the required
supporting documents. As found by the OMB, the payments
made to Hilmarc's for Phase V did not comply with COA
Circular 2012-001 which prescribes the Revised Guidelines
and Documentary Requirements for Common Government
Transactions.

The Court gives its approbation to the OMB's findings
that based on the above enumerated documents, the crimes
of falsification of public documents and violation of Section 3
(e) of R.A. No. 3019 have been probably committed in
connection with the bidding and construction of Phases IV
and V of the MCHP Building. The record of these cases
disclose, prima facie, that the biddings for the said phases
were rigged in order to ensure that Hilmarc's would be
awarded the contracts for the same phases of construction.
As found by the OMB, the apparent scheme to rig the bidding
for the said infrastructure project is shown by the following
patterns:

Based on the Court's evaluation of the record of these
cases, it appears prima facie that the rigging of the bids for the
said infrastructure project, the awarding thereof to Hilmarc's
and the eventual payment of the construction of Phases IV
and V of the MCHPBuilding without the necessary supporting
documents would not have been accomplished without the
activeparticipationand/or cooperationofthehereinaccr
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movants government officials of the City Government of
Makati in conspiracy with accused Canlas of Hilmarc's.83

In finding the existence of probable cause against the
herein accused-movants, the Court is guided by the teachings
of the Supreme Court that in determining probable cause, the
average man weighs the facts and circumstances without
resorting to the calibrations of the rules of evidence of which he
has no technical knowledge. He relies on common sense. A
finding of probable cause needs only to rest on evidence
showing that, more likely than not, a crime has been committed
and that it was committed by the accused. Probable cause
demands more than suspicion; it requires less than evidence
that would justify conviction.84

Pursuant to established doctrine and procedure, the judge
shall determine the existence of probable cause by: (1)
personally [evaluating] the report and the supporting
documents submitted by the prosecutor regarding the existence
of probable cause, and on the basis thereof, he may already
make a personal determination of the probable cause; and (2)if
he is not satisfied that probable cause exists, he may disregard
the prosecutor's report and require the submission of the
supporting affidavits of witnesses to aid him in arriving at a
conclusion as to the existence of probable cause. 85

In this case, the Court evaluated the documents submitted
by the OMB which form part of the record of the preliminary
investigation it conducted. Based on the said evaluation, the
Court determined that there are sufficient bases to hold the
accused-movants for trial in connection with the alleged
commission of the crimes of falsification of public documents
under Article 171 of the RPC and violation of Section 3 (e) of
R.A.No. 3019. Thus:

The Court gives its approbation to the OMB's findings
that based on the above enumerated documents, the crimes
of falsification of public documents and violation of Section 3
(e) of R.A. No. 3019 have been probably committed in
connection with the bidding and construction of Phases IV
and V of the MCHP Building. The record of these case/!

83 pp. 33-54, Assailed Resolution; pp. 49-70, Vol. V, Record, SB-16-CRJ.\.1-0077 I I

84 Viudez II ys. Court of Appeals, 588 SCRA 345 (2009)
85 Leviste ys. Alameda, 626 SCRA 574 (2010)
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disclose, prima facie, that the biddings for the said phases
were rigged in order to ensure that Hilmarc's would be
awarded the contracts for the same phases of construction.
As found by the OMB,the apparent scheme to rig the bidding
for the said infrastructure project is shown by the following
patterns:

1. Circumvention of the provisions of RA9184
on publication of IAETBs and other relevant
information to guarantee that no other bidders
would participate and submit competitive bids;

2. Falsification of documents to give a
semblance of regularity in the procurement process
by creating the appearance of competition when
none actually existed;

3. Approval of BAC documents and award of
contracts to Hilmarc's despite patent flaws in the
procurement documents; and

4. Release of payment to Hilmarc's even
without the necessary supporting documents.

Based on the Court's evaluation of the record of these
cases, it appears prima facie that the rigging of the bids for
the said infrastructure project, the awarding thereof to
Hilmarc's and the eventual payment of the construction of
Phases IVand Vof the MCHPBuilding without the necessary
supporting documents would not have been accomplished
without the active participation and/or cooperation of the
herein accused-movants government officials of the City
Government of Makati in conspiracy with accused Canlas of
Hilmarc's.86

The accused-movants, however, insist that: (1) they did
not perform any act which would warrant their indictment in
these criminal cases, (2) they had no role in the alleged
falsification of the subject documents, (3) they relied in good
faith on notarized documents, (4) they just performed their
respective functions in accordance with laws, rules and
regulations, (5) they never caused undue injury to the
government or any party, (6) they did not take advantage of their
respective government positions, (7) they had no knowledge
and/ or participation with regard to the falsification of the
subject documents, (8) they were not yet apPOinted/deSign~

" pp. 53-54, Anoi/<dRn,M,,; pp. 69, Vol.V, R,w,d, SB-16-CIU.I-0077 ~

~
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in their respective government positions when the questioned
procurement projects were bid and contracted out and, (9)that
the constitutive elements of the crime of violation of Section 3
[e] of R.A. No. 3019 are not present, in order to cause the
dismissal of these criminal cases.

To be sure, the determination of the merits and veracity of
the said defenses is premature at this early stage of the
proceedings. It must be stressed that the Court cannot rule at
this early stage of the proceedings on the presence, or absence,
of the elements of the crime charged conformably with the
teachings of the Supreme Court in People vs. Castillo,87 to wit:

Moreover, it was clearly premature on the part of
the Sandiganbayan to make a determinative finding prior
to the parties' presentation of their respective evidence
that there was no bad faith and manifest partiality on the
respondents' part and undue injury on the part of the
complainant. In Go v. Fifth Division, Sandiganbayan,88 we
held that it is well established that the presence or absence
of the elements of the crime is evidentiary in nature and
is a matter of defense that may be best passed upon after
a full-blown trial on the merits. Also, it would be unfair to
expect the prosecution to present all the evidence needed to
secure the conviction of the accused upon the filing of the
information against the latter. The reason is found in the
nature and objective of a preliminary investigation. Here, the
public prosecutors do not decide whether there is evidence
beyond reasonable doubt of the guilt of the person charged;
they merely determine whether there is sufficient ground to
engender a well-founded belief that a crime has been
committed and that respondent is probably guilty thereof, and
should be held for trial. 89

The accused-movants further uniformly assert that the
Court erred in finding that they conspired with one another in
committing the crimes charged.

As extensively discussed in the assailed Resolution, it
appears, prima facie, from the records of these cases that the
herein accused-movants acted in conspiracy with one another
in rigging the bids for the construction ofPhases IVand Vof the
MCHPBuilding in order to award the same to Hilmarc's withon
87590 SCRA 95 (2009) I /
88 521 SCRA 270 (2007) r'r!
., Emph'"' ,"pph,d ,)- ~
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complying with the mandatory requirements for public bidding
under the pertinent procurement laws.

At any rate, the resolution of the accused-movants'
common defense that conspiracy is not present in these
criminal cases is likewise premature. To be sure, the absence
(or presence) of any conspiracy among the accused is also
evidentiary in nature and is a matter of defense, the truth of
which can be best passed upon after a full-blown trial on the
merits.gO

11. The HoPE's duty in approving the
notice o/the award and approval 0/
the contract is not a mere
ministerial function.

In its assailed Resolution, the Court held that the duty of
accused Binay, Jr., as the Head of the Procuring Entity (HoPE),
is not ministerial when it comes to the approval of the
resolutions of the BAC. R.A. No. 9184 and its Implementing
Rules and Regulations (IRR)empower the HoPE to reject any
and all bids, declare a failure of bidding or not to award the
contract if the BAC is found to have failed to observe the
prescribed bidding procedures. Thus:

Further, the duty of accused Binay, Jr., as the HoPE, is
not ministerial when it comes to the approval of the resolutions
of the BAC.As stated above, R.A.No. 9184 and its IRRempower
the HoPE to reject any and all bids, declare a failure of bidding
or not to award the contract if the BACis found to have failed
to observe the prescribed bidding procedures. This so-called
reservation clause imposes an implicit duty on the HOPE to
ascertain the BAC's compliance with the prescribed bidding
process prior to granting his/her approval.

Notably, accused Binay, Jr. approved the subject
resolution on the same day it was issued by the SAC on August
8, 2011. In any case, the presumption of authorshi~

~ G=aden .s. OIHeeof me Ombudsm=. 650SeRA76(2011);ag The Fifm DiviSiO~
Sandiganbayan, 521 SCRA 270, 289 (2007), citing Singian, Jr. v. Sandiganbayan, 478 SCRA 348, 363-364
(2005)
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falsification is equally applicable to him as he IS charged In
conspiracy with his co-accused.91

Accused Binay, Jr., takes exception to the aforesaid
findings of the Court. He argues that the Court's use of the
phrase "implicit duty" already means that there is no law
"explicitly commanding the HoPE to ascertain BAC}s compliance
with the prescribed bidding process before he gives out his
approval. "92 He then concludes that the Court" grossly failed to
apply the letters of Section 41 of (R.A.) No. 9184} which requires
prima facie evidence before the HoPE can reject the award of the
project recommended by the BAC."93"Worse} the Honorable Court
appallingly failed to bear in mind that Sections 72 and 73}Article
XWofR.A. No. 9184} indicates the independence of the BACfrom
the HOPE."94Accused Binay, Jr. further asserts that when the
"BAC declared Hilmarc}s as the Lowest Calculated and
Responsive Bidder (LCRB)} it was incumbent upon [him] as
HoPE} to issue the Notice of Award and sign the contract with the
LCRB} which are both ministerial functions} unless there is a
prima facie evidence of any irregularity} contrary to the findings
of the Honorable Court."95

Section 41 of R.A.No. 9184 is hereunder reproduced for
better appreciation:

SEC. 41. Reservation Clause. - The Head of the Agency
reserves the right to reject any and all Bids, declare a failure of
bidding, or not award the contract in the following situations:

(a) If there is prima facie evidence of collusion between
appropriate public officers or employees of the Procuring Entity,
or between the BACand any of the bidders, or if the collusion
is between or among the bidders themselves, or b.etween a
bidder and a third party, including any act which restricts,
suppresses or nullifies or tends to restrict, suppress or nullify
competition;

(b) If the BAC is found to have failed in following the
prescribed bidding procedures; 0/7d

91 p. 45, Assailed Resolution; p.61, Vol. V, Record, SB-16-CRM-0077
"P". 1.8,P 10,A"u"d Bli"y,J':' M,""j" &ro,,,d",k,,; i~ p. 99,VoL\ Reco,+.J,16,CRM,0077
93 Par. 1.10, p. 10, id; p. 99, id
94 Par. 1.11, p. 11, id; p. 100, id
95 Par. 1.13, p. 11, Accused Binay, Jr.'s Motionfor Reconsideration;id; p. 100, Vol. V, Record, SB-16-CRJ.\.1-0077
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(c) For any justifiable and reasonable ground where the
award of the contract will not redound to the benefit of the
government as defined in the IRR.96

Plainly, even a perfunctory reading of the aforesaid
provision of R.A. No. 9184 will show that accused Binay, Jr.'s
contention, that it is only upon a showing of prima facie
evidence of collusion that the HoPE could reject a contract, is
erroneous. To be sure, there are three (3) instances under
Section 41 of R.A.No. 9184 when the HoPE can reject any and
all Bids, declare a failure of bidding, or not award the contract.
It is only under letter (a)of the said provision where it is required
that there should be a finding of prima facie evidence of
collusion before the HoPE could reject a bid, declare a failure of
bidding or not award a contract. The presence of prima facie
evidence of collusion is not required in letters (b) and (c)of the
above provision.

Further, it is simply not true that the HoPE has only a
ministerial duty to issue a notice of award and sign the contract
after the BACdeclares the bidder as the Lowest Calculated and
Responsive Bidder (LCRB).Section 41 ofR.A.No. 9184 imposes
upon the HoPE the implicit duty not only to determine the
existence of prima facie evidence of collusion but also to
examine whether the BAC failed in following the prescribed
bidding procedures under the said procurement law and if there
are any justifiable and reasonable grounds where the award of
the contract will not redound to the benefit of the government.
The determination of these details certainly does not entail a
mere ministerial duty on the part of the HO~ • .J....
96 Section 41 of the IRR ofR.A. No. 9184 reads: .--6/" "~

41.1. The procuring entity reserves the right to reject any and all bids, declare a failure of bidding, or not
award the contract in the following situations:

a) If there is prima facie evidence of collusion between appropriate public officers or
employees of the procuring entity, or between the BAC and any of the bidders, or if the collusion is
between or among the bidders themselves, or between a bidder and a third party, including any act
which restricts, suppresses or nullifies or tends to restrict, suppress or nullify competition;

c) For any justifiable and reasonable ground where the award of the contract will not redound
to the benefit of the Government as follows: (i) if the physical and economic conditions have
significantly changed so as to render the project no longer economically, financially or technically
feasible as determined by tl1e head of tl1e procuring entity; (ii) if tl1e project is no longer necessary
as determined by the head of the procuring entity; and (iii) if the source of funds for the project has
been withheld or reduced through no fault of the procuring entity.
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Finally, there is no issue that the BAC is independent from
the HoPE. Section 11 ofR.A. No. 9184 mandatorily provides that
in no case shall the approving authority be a member of the
BAC. The purpose of this prohibition is to prevent any conflict
of interest in the procurement projects that would be
undertaken by the procuring entity. This further bolsters the
fact that the duty of the HoPE to approve or reject the actions
taken by the BAC is not a mere ministerial function. The HoPE
is actually mandated to exercise sound discretion to determine
compliance by the BAC with the provisions of R.A. No. 9184 in
its procurement activities. Thus, the HoPE may be criminally
indicted for failure to perform his/her duties under Section 41
ofR.A. No. 9184, especially if there are telltale signs of collusion
with other government officials.

WHEREFORE, the Court DENIES the following motions
for lack of merit and for being pro-forma:

1. Accused Jejomar Erwin S. Binay, Jr.'s Motion for
Reconsideration (Resolution dated 18 April 201 7) dated May 9,
2017;

2. Accused Lorenza P. Amores' Motion for Reconsideration
(Resolution dated 18 April 2017) dated May 16, 2017;

3. Accused Manolito N. Uyaco's Motion for Reconsideration
(Resolution dated 18 April 201 7) dated May 16, 2017;

4. Accused Cecilio P. Lim's Motion for Reconsideration
(Resolution dated 18 April 2017) dated May 15, 2017;

5. Accused Rodel R. Nayve's Motion for Reconsideration
(Resolution dated 18 April 201 7) dated May 16, 2017;

6. Accused Nelia A. Barlis' Motion for Reconsideration
(Resolution dated 18 April 201 7) dated May 16, 2017;

7. Accused Eleno M. Mendoza's Motion for Reconsideration
(Resolution dated 18 April 2017) dated May 10, 2017;

8. Accused Raydes Barias Pestano's Motion for
Reconsideration (Resolution dated 18 April 2017) dated May 1~
2017; and / /
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9. Accused Mario V. Badillo's Motion for Reconsideration (of
the Honorable Court's Resolution dated 18 April 2017) dated
April 4, 2017.

Accordingly, let the arraignment of the said accused-
movants and the pre-trial in these cases be set on October 20,
2017 at 8:30 o'clock in the morning.

JANE T. ERNANDEZ
Associate Justice

o R. FERNANDEZ
iate Justice


